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LATEST NEWS FROM GNOSIS
We are ready for new challenges
2017 is drawing to an end. Always focused on customer satisfaction, the business results of Gnosis
are great, and we appreciate that each of you considerably contributed to the development of
the different projects that brought a remarkable success to our company.
Gnosis achieved excellent goals throughout the year, which often have led to new authorizations
to sell our products to a larger number of countries.
Quatrefolic®, the active form of folate, has been authorized in China. Mythocondro® the
non-animal CS, has won confidence in the US market with the launch of the first products and
later in the EU market as well, obtaining the approval as a Novel Food ingredient. VitaMK7® - the
best vitamin K2 as MK7 with excellent purity and stability – strongly increased its performances.
Last but not least Emothion®, the best form of S-Acetyl-Glutathione (GSH), has entered the
North America market with its enhanced bioavailability.
Even if these are just few of the achieved goals so far, they represent a starting point for our
brilliant and constant success in our business. Tomorrow we will definitely face more challenges
that should be turned into possibilities.
To all of you and your families, we wish a Merry Christmas followed by a year of happiness.

2017
ACHIEVED
GOALS
gains GRAS status and approval in
Europe as a Novel Food Ingredient;

is a blockbuster in Eu and USA market
and also obtains authorization to be
used in China;

is launched in the US market with the
new clinical study on humans;
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Watch Gnosis new video with the biggest
events of the year
During 2017, Gnosis has achieved its main purpose: spreading knowledge through strong technical
support, directly facing with customers, key opinion leaders and the whole scientific world.

the USP and TGA complianced MK7,
stands out for quality and stability in
the worldwide market;

confirmes to be the best probiotic
yeast present in the market;

Studies, analyses and research are what define us, a cutting-edge company constantly growing in
the field of innovative scientific solutions for pharmaceutical and nutraceutical industries.

Discover Gnosis innovative approach in our Corporate Video newly released!
consolidates its presence in the
worldwide SAMe market, thanks to its
efficacy also in different formulations.
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follow us on our social:
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These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
This is a business-to-business information intended for food and supplement producers, and is not intended for the final consumer.
Manufacturers should check local regulatory status of any claims according to the intended use of their product.
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